Embedded systems pedagogical issue: Teaching approaches, students readiness, and design challenges
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Abstract: This paper discusses the challenges of teaching and design of embedded system course. A survey on different approaches of teaching embedded systems design course was presented. The embedded system design class/course is often the course in which students are exposed to fairly complex design problems. In this study, the authors explained the importance of teaching embedded systems courses in a way that can shrink the gap between academically taught skills and the skills sought after by the industry. The literature on embedded systems design was found to be diverse, including relatively small amounts of research data and much larger amounts of evaluation literature. Methodological rating schemes were used to compare for confounding influences in the research studies. Many studies were found but only few of them were included because of lack of methodological rigour in the research and poorly developed outcome measures. This paper suggested that by understanding the cognitive mindset of different discipline, suitable methods can be advised. These can be implemented not only in higher education institutions but also in industrial training. Comments and future work for further research are also listed.
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1. Introduction

Today’s economy demands a better educated workforce than ever before as the industry requires workers with more complex knowledge and skills. This paper discusses issues related to the teaching and learning of embedded systems course, a foundational course in the area of computer engineering which requires knowledge and skills in computer science and electrical engineering.

Computer engineering has traditionally been viewed as a combination of both Computer Science (CS) and Electrical Engineering (EE). It has evolved over the past three decades as a separate, although intimately related, discipline. Computer engineering is solidly grounded in the theories and principles of computing, mathematics, science, and engineering and it applies these theories and principles to solve technical problems through the design of computing hardware, software, networks, and processes [1].

The core/backbone courses of the electrical and computer engineering disciplines include embedded system design, computer architecture and organization, circuits and signals, digital logic, electronics, computer networks, and VLSI design. Among the above mentioned courses, this paper focuses on approaches and challenges of teaching and learning an embedded system design course.

Even though embedded systems have been designed for more than three decades; the academic course of embedded systems is relatively undefined course, which is mostly regarded as an interdisciplinary field combining areas such as computer science, computer engineering, automatic control, and electrical engineering [1].

Embedded systems courses are often regarded differently among academic institutions/ universities. The course may have evolved from or within departments of computer science, electrical engineering, or Mechatronics. As a consequence, some universities treat and teach embedded systems as a specialization of computer science, whereas some departments use it to promote education and research in
computer engineering/electrical engineering [2].

This paper is organized as follows: Section I presents an introduction of the embedded system design. Section II discusses the nature of embedded system design courses. Embedded system design teaching approaches will mainly be discussed in section III. Design and teaching challenges and the conclusions will be elaborated in section IV and V respectively.

2. Embedded System

An Embedded system course generally aims to help students to undertake the design and development process for an embedded computer system and to know how to integrate an embedded hardware, software, and operating systems to meet the functional requirements of certain embedded applications.

2.1. What is an Embedded System

Institute of Electrical Engineers (IEE) defines an embedded system as devices used to control, monitor or assist the operation of equipment, machinery or plant [3]. Some researchers define an embedded system as **“A microprocessor-based control system which processes a fixed set of programmed instructions to control electromechanical equipment which may be part of an even larger system”** [4]. Nevertheless, [5] defines an embedded system as “one that has computer-hardware with software embedded in it as one of its most important component.”

2.2. What is an Embedded System Course

This question had been asked by several researchers [5-8] during the last couple of years. Most of them asked it in terms of defining embedded systems and how it should be taught. Some considered the embedded system course as an approach to preparing students to become industrial designers. While others considered as a rehearsal/training for students on industrial applications and concerns. Embedded system courses generally deal with the design and analysis of the software and hardware for a dedicated application. [5].

The classic approach starts with the lowest hardware level. The Central Processing Unit (CPU) registers, address bus, data bus, and memory are discussed in connection with a basic assembly language instruction set [6]. Two decades ago this was definitely the way to do it, since the microprocessors of those days were very simple. Also the limited functionality did not allow for a higher language approach.

Nowadays, the assembly language approach is by no means redundant, since this was the only way to show the students what exactly is happening on the machine level [8].

3. Embedded System Teaching Approaches

Teaching embedded system is challenging mainly because of interdisciplinary relationship, limited time, large variations of students motivations, skills, and backgrounds. There are several teaching approaches, among them: (1) hardware oriented, (2) software oriented, and (3) hardware and software integration oriented.

The most famous learning approach taken by several instructors in teaching an embedded system design course is to learn by doing in a bottom-up fashion. One of the advantages of a bottom-up approach to learning is that the student begins by mastering simple concepts. Once the student truly understands simple concepts, he/she can then embark on the creative process of design, which involves putting the pieces together to create a more complex system.

Embedded systems afford an effective platform to teach new engineers how to program for three reasons: (1) there is no operating system. Thus, in a bottom-up fashion the student can see, write, and understand all software running on a system that actually does something, (2) embedded systems involve real input/output that is easy for the student to touch, hear, and see, and (3) Third, embedded systems are employed in many every-day products, motivating students to see firsthand, how engineering processes can be applied in the real world [9].

Given the importance of embedded systems, several universities/institutes have developed a course for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Electrical Engineering, Mechatronics, and Computer engineering. This course is generally entitled as Embedded Systems or Embedded System Design. It is intended to introduce students to various aspects of embedded systems in the lectures and to familiarize students with the hardware/software co-design methodology. The course is built such that so students, after successfully finishing the course, must be able to design an embedded system. There are several courses that contribute as a pre/foundation to the course and some consider as post/continuation of it; as shown in Fig.1.

![Fig. 1. Placement of Embedded system in curriculum](image-url)

Other scholars have proposed different course curriculum for embedded systems and an embedded programming [10, 11]. In spite of the discrepancies, the goal is to teach a common set of topics and to allow the student to interact with devices in the lab at both the software and hardware levels.

The purpose of teaching embedded systems at most universities/institutes is to provide the industry with...
competent staff. Apart from that, the purpose of performing research is to educate students in embedded systems, and to create new knowledge in the area of embedded systems for sake of supporting the industry.

The courses of embedded system can be categorized into three categories; namely: (1) hardware oriented, (2) software oriented, and (3) hardware and software integration design [14]. Traditional, Computer Science curricula focuses on the training for logic reasoning and programming skills. System integration is often not covered in computer science curricula. As the embedded platforms migrate from 8-bit microprocessors to 32-bit microprocessors, the engineers require different skills to design modern embedded systems. Most computer engineering programs teach programming and design skills that are appropriate for a general-purpose computer operating under control of a commercial operating system rather than for the more specialized embedded systems. Embedded systems courses are being integrated into computer science, electrical and computer engineering, software engineering programs, and cross-disciplinary courses. Current embedded systems courses span a number of topics including designing real-time systems, low power systems that contain reconfigurable hardware, embedded processors, software, and digital signal processing. For most of industry application, HW/SW integration design is required. To meet the requirement, the teacher should provide the fundamental concepts for real-time systems, embedded hardware, real-time scheduling, real-time operation systems, and power management [15].

Research into learning and teaching in higher education over the last decades has provided a variety of concepts, methods, and findings that are of both theoretical interest and practical relevance. It has revealed the relationships between students’ approaches to studying, their conceptions of learning, and their perceptions of their academic context. It has revealed the relationships between teachers’ approaches to teaching, their conceptions of teaching, and their perceptions of the teaching environment [47].

Interview-based research carried out in Britain and Sweden during the 1970s had identified three predominant approaches to studying in higher education: (1) a deep approach, based upon understanding the meaning of course materials; (2) a surface approach, based upon memorizing the course materials for the purposes of assessment; and (3) a strategic approach, based upon obtaining the highest grades[47].

Research into teachers’ approaches to teaching in higher education was directly modeled on the concepts, methods, and findings of research into students’ approaches to studying. Trigwell and Prosser [54] identified five different approaches to teaching among these teachers that were differentiated in terms of their intentions and their teaching strategies: some approaches were teacher-focused and were aimed at the transmission of information to the students; others were student-focused and were aimed at bringing about conceptual change in the students. Those approaches are: (1) Teaching as imparting information; (2) Teaching as transmitting structured knowledge; (3) Teaching as an interaction between the teacher and the student; (4) Teaching as facilitating understanding on the part of the student; and (5) Teaching as bringing about conceptual change and intellectual development in the student.

3.1. Hardware Oriented Teaching Approach

To learn embedded system, in general the course must include five parts: hardware architecture, boot loader and device driver, embedded real-time operation system, debug method for embedded system, and embedded application [16, 17]. While the Framework practices are organized around five primary themes related to improving teaching and learning [18]; namely: (1) Curriculum and Academic Goals: What do we expect all students to know and be able to do in each course, grade and subject?, (2) Staff Selection, Leadership, and Capacity Building: How do we select and develop the leaders and teachers needed to ensure every student in the system meets these expectations?, (3) Instructional Tools: Programs and Strategies: What programs, strategies, materials, and time allocation do we use to teach the necessary content and skills?, (4) Monitoring Performance and Progress: How do we know if students learned what they should?, and (5) Intervention and Adjustment: If students are not learning

Students should have an opportunity to select or buy their very own development kits right from the beginning. Upon given a certain application the student must be able to: (1) select an embedded system platform consisting of hardware and software components that is able to fulfill the requirements of the targeted application; (2) realize a software-only implementation, analyze it, and identify its performance bottlenecks; and (3) overcome the identified performance bottlenecks by moving the bottleneck functions in question towards a hardware implementation.

3.2. Software Oriented Teaching Approach

In embedded software development, students were introduced to several ideas of cross-platform development; among them: (1) host based embedded software development and embedded target environments, (2) integrated development environments, (3) interrupts and interrupt handling, and (4) embedded software architectures. Then the course introduced the existing techniques from software engineering, and briefly covered several topics including embedded software development, software development lifecycle, software development models, including the waterfall model, the spiral model, rapid application development model, and object-oriented approaches. [17].

Software systems designers, in contrast, use sequential building blocks, such as objects and threads, whose structure often changes dynamically. Designers can create, delete, or migrate blocks, which can represent instructions, subroutines, or software components. An abstract machine, also known as a virtual machine or automaton, defines a block’s formal semantics operationally.

Nevertheless, some courses give students experience with three distinct levels of design of embedded software; namely:
designs are too large for checking and this is might be considered among faced challenges.

Specify, explore and Refine methodology that last since 2000’s. This is approach shrink the gap between hardware and software by introduce a method that includes both hardware and software. The challenge that might face designers that they must deal with several models in order to verify the impact of design decisions on every verification/testing metric.

This is section will emphasis on specify, explore and refine design methodology. The strength and weakness of each design methodology will be explained.

4.1. Software Oriented Design Approach

The embedded system software design approach advantages over the hardware design can be classified into; but not limited to: (1) Easier to change when new hardware versions become available, (2) Programmability for complex operations, (3) Faster development time, (4) Modularity and portability, (5) Use of standard software engineering, modeling and RTOS tools, (6) Faster speed of operation of complex functions with high-speed microprocessors, and (7) Less cost for simple systems [20].

Apart from above mentioned advantages, still there are several challenges; among them: (1) Reliable software, (2) Cheap, available systems using unreliable components, (3) Electronic vs. non-electronic design tradeoffs, (4) Software- and I/O-driven hardware synthesis, and (5) Distributed system tradeoffs among analog, power, mechanical, network, and digital hardware plus software.

4.2. Hardware Oriented Design Approach

Hardware implementations provide advantage of processing speed. Some of those advantages can be listed as: (1) Reduced memory for the program, (2) Reduced number of chips but at an increased cost, (3) Simple coding for the device drivers, (4) Internally embedded codes, which are more secure than at the external ROM, and (5) Energy dissipation can be controlled by controlling the clock rate and voltage.

4.3. Co - Design Oriented Approach

Design that depends on software based functionality in today’s embedded products cause’s delays in project completion if you wait for the hardware prototype to begin software development and debugging. Concurrent design and verification of hardware and software is a trend that reduces time-to-market.

Embedded systems for real-time applications are implemented as a mix of hardware and software sub-systems interacting in one cohesive environment.

It is the purpose of this special issue to shed some light on the recent developments of co-design in different embedded system application domains.
5. Challenges of Teaching Embedded System Design

Embedded system design is a challenging problem that represents the future of digital system design [20]. Teaching students to handle this complexity and challenge is the central challenge as well.

5.1. Embedded System Design Challenges

Several designers place less emphasis on the mechanics of embedded system design and more on critical thinking about design technologies and on how the design of embedded software affects the behavior, safety, and reliability of systems. Such design behavior adds more challenges in addition to the above mentioned ones.

Stephen [21] stated that the more fundamental ideas saw in practical embedded system design the balance between top down and bottom up design necessary to build high performance systems.

As embedded systems consist of hardware and software, both productivity factors need to be taken into account when we aim to design entire systems. Considering that additional software productivity gap, the situation for entire systems only gets worse. In this context, the actual needs in embedded software complexity would require an estimated growth of 2x over 10 months in order to satisfy the complexity involved in building real systems [22].

Worth to mention that, designers actually face two design gaps at the same time; namely: (1) a software design gap; and (2) hardware design gap. Combining both productivity gaps, result in a large system design gap. Moreover, additional complexity is created from the close interaction and tight dependency between the software and hardware domains. In other words, the necessary interfacing of software and hardware adds yet another layer of complexity [22].

Thus, Hardware-Dependent Software (HDS) is at the core of this system design challenge, as it deals exactly with those parts of the embedded software that interact directly with the underlying hardware. Nevertheless, HDS can be defined as the software in an embedded system that closely interacts with the underlying hardware platform. Looking at HDS from the perspective of software architecture, designers can identify HDS as a layer of software modules in between the application software and the underlying hardware platform. In other words, HDS can very well be seen as low level software [22].

5.2. Embedded System Teaching Challenges

Martin [25] classified embedded system teaching challenges into three categories; namely: (1) students related challenges, (2) lecturers related challenges, and (3) course contents challenges.

The students’ related challenges might be due to the following facts: (1) Lack of sufficient knowledge and skills from background related disciplines, (2) High competence and motivational differences among students that makes difficult to select starting level of teaching during lectures and laboratory practice, (3) Programming embedded microcontroller is an essential topic in embedded system design. However, very considerable numbers of engineering students are very opposed to programming, and (4) More general learning mentality issues like planning skills (leaving everything for the last moment, especially during course projects).

While the lecturers’ related challenges might be due to the following facts: (1) As embedded system covers several fields of electrical engineering and computer science, a lecturer is challenged to be an expert in all of above mentioned disciplines, (2) Very dynamic progress of technologies used in embedded system design adds a requirement of constantly updating the knowledge, and (3) Compatibility of many hardware and software tools and their versions puts a
requirement to adapt laboratory supplement material constantly.

Nevertheless courses contents’ related challenges might be due to the following facts: (1) Too limited time for so many theoretical topics and practical skills is very evident in embedded system courses, and (2) Embedded system is relatively new and not yet well defined discipline.

Several education researchers stated that what we teach and what students actually learn can different. Therefore, this section wills mainly emphasis on current teaching challenges that affect embedded system courses in particular. Generally, teaching embedded system design is quite challenging, since such courses require a broad knowledge in many fields like computer science, mathematics, physics, and engineering disciplines. Apart from that, what most universities are teaching in embedded design is not satisfactory.

The lack of highly skilled engineers capable to develop software for embedded devices seems to be currently a common and severe problem in all industrial countries. This fact, associated with the growing body of knowledge produced in the field, is creating a growing interest in proposing curricula on embedded software and systems for university-level education. A good overview of some current issues in embedded systems education can be found in several articles of the ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems [23].

A major challenge is to create courseware that is simultaneous durable and practical. If there is too much emphasis on how to achieve design goals with today’s technology, then the students receive technical training with only near-term value. If too much emphasis on foundational theory, the students gain no intuition about the physical realities of embedded systems. Berkeley University has a well established series of courses in digital logic design that manages this balance very effectively. For example, EECS 150, a core undergraduate course in this subject, includes a major project component that takes students through sizable, practical design problems, and complements this with foundational analytical tools that transcend the mechanics of today’s design technology. Despite the above mentioned effort, Berkeley has gain an additional challenge of working with a less mature topic. [24]

6. Students Readiness Challenges

6.1. Readiness Definition

Readiness has been variously theorized as a particular chronological age, as a stage or level of development in students, as a set of skills and competencies, as a process, and as a set of relationships. Nevertheless, each of these conceptions has different implications for the roles and responsibilities of students, lecturers, and schools.

Among advocates and policy researchers, readiness is discussed more and more as an interactive process or set of relationships in which the student, lecturer, and the university interact in ways that support, or fail to support, the student’s physical, cognitive, and social-emotional development. However, in practice some researchers have pointed out that Readiness is nearly always defined in terms of students’ skills or characteristics.

Until recently, students' readiness typically was considered a function of reaching a certain age or of progressing through specific stages of development that were influenced almost entirely by chronological growth and students' inherent characteristics.

However, a strong body of research has cast doubt on assumptions that students tend to progress in some lockstep fashion through specific stages of development and that they must reach a particular age or maturity before they are “ready to learn”:

More recent research has led many to reinterpret the stage theorists’ views; there is strong evidence that students, when they have accumulated substantial knowledge, have the ability to abstract well beyond what is ordinarily observed.

Indeed, the striking feature of modern research is that it describes unexpected competencies in young students, key features of which appear to be universal. These data focus attention on the student’s exposure to learning opportunities [50-51]

6.2. How to Measure Readiness

Basically, readiness measurements/tests can be classified into several categories; among them: (1) measurements that measure developmental milestones, (2) measurements that measure academic knowledge, and (3) measurements that represent a combination of the development milestones and academic knowledge.

Worth to mention that, many researchers have found that the widely used readiness tests are relatively poor predictors of future carrier success and that typical assessment practices lack sufficient validity and reliability for making placement decisions[49].

Moreover, there is evidence that many readiness measures, no matter what their effectiveness in assessing students’ skills, do not do a good job of predicting any individual student’s academic performance, even in the early grades.

To measure the effectiveness of activities to improve the curriculum design, researchers use common evaluation methods such as questionnaires and surveys. For example, the curriculum design for embedded systems’ course papers aims to let students be work-ready engineers in various industrial fields and to imagine relationship between final embedded-products and elementary contents of lectures that they study in college or early undergraduate studies has shown that 80% of students affirmed the effectiveness of their proposed improvement strategies [41]. Thus, it is important to develop an effective measurement instrument to evaluate students’ readiness for the course.

As proactive measure, it is important to assess students’ readiness for the course. This requires a valid and reliable an assessment instrument. There are many instruments to assess students' readiness for career, colleges and research [31-32]. However, there is yet to be an instrument specifically for
measuring readiness for the Embedded System Design course.

6.3. Problems Associated with Readiness Assessment

Assessment is a significant issue in discussing student readiness, both in terms of its use in research studies such as those reviewed in this synthesis and in terms of its use by carrier for diagnostic or placement purposes.

Nevertheless, assessing young students is a challenge because of students' inexperience, their sensitivity to contexts, and a range of cultural and developmental issues [50].

Furthermore, young students' growth patterns are “unstable and episodic,” rather than orderly and uniform, so that comparisons of young students at any given time may not accurately reflect their developmental trajectory [50].

Social-emotional competence is important for students' school success [51]. However, most assessments of students' social-emotional competencies have failed to yield stable or predictive data [51].

Researchers have raised many questions about the validity of specific readiness assessments, including some of the measures used in research studies reviewed for this synthesis.

7. Conclusion and Discussion

The purpose of this paper is to argue for a view on embedded systems education where the survey results find that Embedded systems is a course with a thematic identity and a functional legitimacy, which means that the embedded systems companies are requesting engineers capable of conceiving, designing, implementing and operating embedded systems.

The fast developing area of embedded systems is especially affected by the lack of curriculum flexibility and well trained instructors. During the past decade the contents of many courses were extended by microcontroller related topics. However, this was done by individual teachers without an overall concept, and only within the approved curriculum structure.

Furthermore, the lack of coordination necessarily led to overlapping course contents which further reduced the teaching efficiency. There was also a traditionally disjoined relation between teaching general purpose programming languages, which are considered hardware independent, and hardware specific embedded system topics.

Authors' ambition was to significantly increase the teaching efficiency in this field and remedy all above shortcomings. This may seem rather ambitious, but due to the rigid nature of most available embedded system design curriculum structure it was now or never.

Researches in Teaching and Learning in Embedded Systems courses are mostly focused on undergraduate studies or at early stage in university studies [40]. For example, Mondragon-Torres [38] presents a new concept of the sequence of three embedded systems design courses being taught for computer engineering technology for undergraduate students. Another research [44], Zhang proposed a global curriculum design framework which has an overall view of the process. The framework forms into a cycling pattern which is able to adapt to the changes of time and society [42]. Further work, our analysis and readiness evaluation will be focused on postgraduate students, second year and final year undergraduate students.

While this document addresses student readiness for learning in an online environment, it has merely skimmed the surface.

The purpose of this paper was to explore various types of teaching embedded system design approach and their challenges, as we discussed, the Embedded System Teaching Challenges Nakutis [25] classified embedded system teaching challenges into three categories; namely: (1) students related challenges, (2) lecturers related challenges, and (3) course contents challenges.

To measure the effectiveness of activities to improve the curriculum design, researchers use common evaluation methods such as questionnaires and surveys. For example, the curriculum design for embedded systems' course papers aims to let students be work-ready engineers in various industrial fields and to imagine relationship between final embedded-products and elementary contents of lectures that they study in college or early undergraduate studies has shown that 80% of students affirmed the effectiveness of their proposed improvement strategies [41].

In this paper also we discussed the purpose of teaching embedded systems and the purpose of performing research is to educate students in embedded systems, and to create new knowledge in the area of embedded systems for sake of supporting the industry.

We are witnessing an ever faster technological development in the area of embedded systems. All these changes called for an urgent response to make the teaching of embedded systems more attractive and affordable to a wider population [12, 13].

To overcome this problem, it is important to develop an effective measurement instrument to evaluate students' readiness for the course. Authors’ recommend in the further work is to develop an instrument to measure students’ readiness for the embedded system course for all computer engineering and electrical engineering students.

Measuring career and life success can be difficult. However, there is a considerable body of research that has examined what factors can be said to lead to success.

7.1. Summary

In this literature the majority of the studies focus on the embedded teaching approach explore and refine design methodology, the strength and weakness of each design methodology will be explained. Embedded system software design approach should use hardware a resource in the most appropriate way that is depends not only on the application but also on the embedded system hardware implementation. Nevertheless, both software engineers and hardware engineers must design hardware dependent software and software dependent hardware as well.

Our focus in this paper has been on teaching embedded system challenges and readiness; embedded system design is a
challenging problem that represents the future of digital system design. Teaching students to handle this complexity and challenge is the central challenge as well. As embedded systems consist of hardware and software, both productivity factors need to be taken into account when we aim to design entire systems. Classified embedded system teaching challenges into three categories; namely: (1) students related challenges, (2) lecturers related challenges, and (3) course contents challenges. Several education researchers stated that what we teach and what students actually learn can differ. Therefore, this section wills mainly emphasis on current teaching challenges that affect embedded system courses in particular. Generally, teaching embedded system design is quite challenging, since such courses require a broad knowledge in many fields like computer science, mathematics, physics, and engineering disciplines. Apart from that, what most universities are teaching in embedded design is not satisfactory.

The lack of highly skilled engineers capable to develop software for embedded devices seems to be currently a common and severe problem in all industrial countries. Also A major challenge is to create courseware that is simultaneous durable and practical. If there is too much emphasis on how to achieve design goals with today’s technology, then the students receive technical training with only near-term value. If too much emphasis on foundational theory, the students gain no intuition about the physical realities of embedded systems.

To measure the effectiveness of activities to improve the curriculum design, researchers use common evaluation methods such as questionnaires and surveys. For example, the curriculum design for embedded systems’ course papers aims to let students be work-ready engineers in various industrial fields and to imagine relationship between final embedded-products and elementary contents of lectures that they study in college or early undergraduate studies has shown that 80% of students affirmed the effectiveness of their proposed improvement strategies. Thus, it is important to develop an effective measurement instrument to evaluate students’ readiness for the course.

7.2. Comment and Future work

The purpose of this paper is to argue for a view on embedded systems education where the survey results find that Embedded systems is a course with a thematic identity and a functional legitimacy, which means that the embedded systems companies are requesting engineers capable of conceiving, designing, implementing and operating embedded systems.

The fast developing area of embedded systems is especially affected by the lack of curriculum flexibility and well trained instructors. During the past decade the contents of many courses were extended by microcontroller related topics. However, this was done by individual teachers without an overall concept, and only within the approved curriculum structure.

Furthermore, the lack of coordination necessarily led to overlapping course contents which further reduced the teaching efficiency. There was also a traditionally disjoined relation between teaching general purpose programming languages, which are considered hardware independent, and hardware specific embedded system topics.

Authors’ ambition was to significantly increase the teaching efficiency in this field and remedy all above shortcomings. This may seem rather ambitious, but due to the rigid nature of most available embedded system design curriculum structure it was now or never.

Researches in Teaching and Learning in Embedded Systems courses are mostly focused on undergraduate studies or at early stage in university studies [42]. For example, Mondragon-Torres [40] presents a new concept of the sequence of three embedded systems design courses being taught for computer engineering technology for undergraduate students. Another research, by Zhang [44] proposed a global curriculum design framework which has an overall view of the process. The framework forms into a cycling pattern which is able to adapt to the changes of time and society [44]. Further work, our analysis and readiness evaluation will be focused on postgraduate students, second year and final year undergraduate students.

While this document addresses student readiness for learning in an online environment, it has merely skimmed the surface.

The purpose of this paper was to explore various types of teaching embedded system design approach and their challenges, as we discussed, the Embedded System Teaching Challenges Nakutis [25] classified embedded system teaching challenges into three categories; namely: (1) students related challenges, (2) lecturers related challenges, and (3) course contents challenges.

To measure the effectiveness of activities to improve the curriculum design, researchers use common evaluation methods such as questionnaires and surveys. For example, the curriculum design for embedded systems’ course papers aims to let students be work-ready engineers in various industrial fields and to imagine relationship between final embedded-products and elementary contents of lectures that they study in college or early undergraduate studies has shown that 80% of students affirmed the effectiveness of their proposed improvement strategies.

In this paper we also discussed the purpose of teaching embedded systems and the purpose of performing research is to educate students in embedded systems, and to create new knowledge in the area of embedded systems support the industry.

We are witnessing an ever faster technological development in the area of embedded systems. All these changes called for an urgent response to make the teaching of embedded systems more attractive and affordable to a wider population [12, 13].

Thus, it is important to develop an effective measurement instrument to evaluate students’ readiness for the course. Authors’ recommend in the further work is to develop an instrument to measure the student’s readiness for the embedded system course for all computer engineering and electrical engineering students.
Measuring career and life success can be difficult. However, there is a considerable body of research that has examined what factors can be said to lead to success.
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